LED Tool Light Series

**Magnetic Tool Light**
- Attaches magnetically to metal surfaces
- Clips onto other objects
- 360 degree swivel
- Pushbutton on/off control
- Lightweight and versatile

**Hand Mount Tool Light**
- Mounts on hand with elastic and velcro adjustable straps
- Light goes where you go
- Rocker style on/off switch
- Lightweight and comfortable
- Right or left hand use

**Flex Band Tool Light**
- Straps easily onto a wide variety of tools
- Bright white LED light, right where you need it
- Pushbutton on/off control
- Stays securely in place

Each tool light includes replaceable batteries already installed.
**Magnetic Tool Light**

For when both hands are needed and there isn’t someone else to hold the flashlight. The Magnetic Tool Light is the tool for convenience. Clips on in countless places; screwdrivers slide snugly into the socket; the magnet works on metal surfaces and swivels 360 degrees. Turns on in a touch, and shines the light right where it's needed, when it's needed.

Two replaceable CR2016 lithium batteries are included.

---

**Hand Mount Tool Light**

Straps on quickly, turns on in a snap, and shines the light right where it’s needed, when it’s needed, with no worry about dropping it. When both hands are required and there is no one else to hold the flashlight, the Hand Mount Tool Light is the perfect solution.

Two replaceable CR1025 lithium batteries are included.

---

**Flex Band Tool Light**

Flex Band Tool Light is the perfect solution when two hands are needed for a job and there is no one else to hold the flashlight. The silicone band attaches quickly; the light turns on in a touch and shines right where it’s needed, when it’s needed, with no worries about dropping it.

Two replaceable CR1025 lithium batteries are included.

---

**Environmental Clamshell Packaging**

Contact Swiss+Tech Products to find out more about these and other fine tools.